Preferential assembly of G-αβγ complexes directed by the γ subunits.
Assembly of the G-αβγ heterotrimer is required for receptor signaling. Although much has been learned about the assembly process itself, the identities of the G-αβγ combinations that actually exist in physiological setting are largely unknown. Moreover, there is uncertainty regarding whether the individual subunits associate by a random process, or combine by a regulated process to form quasi-stable G-αβγ complexes. In this chapter, we will focus on emerging genetic -evidence that supports the latter model. Specifically, we will discuss how use of gene targeted mice has revealed preferential assembly of the striatal-specific Gα(olf)β(2)γ(7) complex occurs by a sequential process that is directed by the γ(7) subunit. The existence of specific G-αβγ complexes responsible for transducing the signals from different receptors may have profound implications by providing a possible explanation for biased agonism.